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a b s t r a c t
This publication focuses on the Verification and Validation (V&V) of numerical models for establishing
confidence in model predictions, and demonstrates the complete process through a case study application completed on the Washington National Cathedral masonry vaults. The goal herein is to understand
where modeling errors and uncertainty originate from, and obtain model predictions that are statistically
consistent with their respective measurements. The approach presented in this manuscript is comprehensive, as it considers all major sources of errors and uncertainty that originate from numerical solutions of differential equations (numerical uncertainty), imprecise model input parameter values
(parameter uncertainty), incomplete definitions of underlying physics due to assumptions and idealizations (bias error) and variability in measurements (experimental uncertainty). The experimental evidence
necessary for reducing the uncertainty in model predictions is obtained through in situ vibration measurements conducted on the masonry vaults of Washington National Cathedral. By deploying the prescribed method, uncertainty in model predictions is reduced by approximately two thirds.
! 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The implementation of the Finite Element (FE) method for the
assessment of existing structural systems emerged as a convenient
tool over the last three decades. However, the predictive ability of a
FE model is tied to the accuracy1 of numerical analysis, the precision
of the input parameters, and the appropriateness of assumptions and
idealizations regarding the physical phenomena of interest. A model
with low predictive capability can yield erroneous results and may
be detrimental to the maintenance and management of the structure. Historic masonry monuments that challenge the analytical
abilities of even the most experienced engineers are especially prone
to this problem. In this study, the systematic procedure of Verification and Validation (V&V) is undertaken for the linearly elastic FE
model of the Washington National Cathedral (WNC) masonry vaults,
considering all major sources of uncertainty that originate from
numerical solutions of differential equations (numerical uncertainty), imprecise model input parameter values (parameter uncertainty), incomplete definition of underlying physics due to
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Note that accuracy is the closeness of a model output to truth, while the precision
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assumptions and idealizations (bias error) and variability in
measurements (experimental uncertainty).
This paper starts with a discussion on the unique roles of Verification and Validation in V&V and where model calibration fits in
the V&V framework (Section 2). Reported literature that focuses on
masonry construction has given limited, if any, consideration to
the implementation of V&V; while in the same literature, calibration of parameters to match model prediction to experiments has
been routinely applied. An overview of such studies conducted
over the last three decades is presented in Section 3. Section 4
introduces the details of the case study structure and Section 5 presents the development process of the linearly elastic FE model, followed by a verification study in Section 6. In Section 7, an
experimental campaign is discussed, which is later exploited in
Section 8 during model calibration. Lastly, Section 9 attempts a validation study and Section 10 summarizes findings, overviews limitations and proposes future work.
2. Model calibration, validation and verification: what is what?
There are four main factors on which the accuracy of numerical
solutions depend: (a) Governing equation adequacy, i.e., accuracy
of mathematical definitions for dynamic behavior of shells in the
FE code. (b) Numerical solution precision, i.e., fineness of discretization. (c) Physical parameter precision, i.e., material properties
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and boundary conditions, initial conditions, and external forcing
functions. (d) Model form adequacy, i.e., assuming linear versus
non-linear system behavior.
The first two factors (a and b) are purely mathematical and are
the topic of model verification. As Roache [1] states, model verification aims to answer the question: ‘‘Are we solving the equations
right?’’ Verification activities therefore are critical in ensuring predictive capability of a numerical model since an exact model (factor d) with precise parameters (factor c) would still yield
inaccurate solutions if the mathematical equations are not solved
with sufficient accuracy (factors a and b) [2]. Much of the uncertainty caused by the last two factors (c and d) can be mitigated
by exploiting the availability of experiments to constrain the distributions of input parameters (factor c) and infer a statistical model
to represent the systematic bias error (factor d). Therefore, the
need for calibration against experiments arises due to the unavoidably imprecise and inexact nature of the numerical model. Calibration should ultimately be followed by validation activities that
ensure the predictive capability of the numerical model, by testing
the model against an independent set of experiments. According to
Roache’s definition, model validation seeks to answer the question:
‘‘Are we solving the right equations?’’ [1].

4. The Washington National Cathedral (WNC)
This study illustrates the procedure for uncertainty inference on
the FE models of WNC masonry choir vaults focusing on the linear
elastic behavior of the Cathedral. The WNC was designed as
authentic Gothic revival architecture in the early twentieth century. While the construction technique of the cathedral closely followed the medieval techniques of using quarried stone without
any reinforcement [23], the quality of construction in WNC was
better controlled compared to its medieval counterparts.
The choir vaults, where this study focuses, are composed of
stone ribs and webbing supported by stone piers, walls, and buttresses as well as concrete surcharge (Fig. 1). The objective of this
study is to obtain a linearly elastic FE model capable of analyzing
the structural behavior of vaulted upper portions of the cathedral.
The lack of knowledge in precise material properties (epistemic
uncertainty, i.e. reducible) results in highly uncertain FE models.
Significant uncertainties are also present regarding the nature of
support provided by both the adjacent structural components and
by the highly uncertain soil-structure interaction at the foundation.
This study aims to first quantify, then reduce these uncertainties.

5. Finite element model development
3. Background review
Despite the inherent difficulties in developing accurate FE models of historic masonry structures, the concept of using experiments
to inform numerical models, such as test-analysis correlation and
model calibration, has only recently been extended to these structures. The conventional approach to model calibration is to maximize the agreement between simulations and measurements in a
deterministic manner. In the published literature on masonry
construction, such agreement is usually determined by a single
measurement and a single simulation. For studies using a trialand-error-based approach, see Antonacci’s study on a basilica that
underwent moderate scale repair [3]; study on a masonry bridge
by Bayraktar et al. [4]; study by Jaishi et al. [5] on multi-tiered
masonry Nepalese temples; Erdogmus’ study on vaults of Gothic
churches [6] and study on a masonry tower by Julio et al. [7]. For
deterministic studies on masonry structures that use optimization-based calibration, see the study on a two-story, load-bearing
stone masonry building by Sortis et al. [8] and Gentile and Saisi’s
study on a partially damaged historic masonry tower [9].
Nondeterministic approaches evolved from the growing awareness of inherent uncertainties in measurements and simulations.
While deterministic model calibration reaches a direct match between analytically and experimentally derived comparative features, nondeterministic model calibration defines the model
parameters probabilistically, reaching a statistically accurate model, not necessarily the one that best fits the measurements. For earlier nondeterministic studies that focus on masonry structures, see
De Stefano’s study on a masonry dome of a baroque chapel [10]
and study by Aoki et al. [11] on a masonry tower.
The inherently high uncertainty faced during modeling of masonry structures mandates the adoption of a nondeterministic approach [12]. There are various possible methods for mitigating the
effects of model uncertainties. Variability of model parameters can
be mitigated through the probabilistic treatment of repeated computer runs [13]; input parameter uncertainty by probabilistic calibration of parameters against experiments [14]; inexactness and
incompleteness of the underlying physics by an independent error
model [15], inadequacy of the mathematical algorithm by code
verification activities [16,17]; numerical uncertainty by solution
verification activities [18,19]; and experimental error by probabilistic treatment of repeated experiments [20–22].

In FE model development, there are two guiding principles: (1)
to include all structural members that significantly contribute to
the behavior of interest and (2) to simplify the geometry unless
the geometrical details impact the said behavior. Fig. 2 illustrates
a model developed following these principles in ANSYS V. 11, in
which the behaviors targeted are the static, quasi-static, and dynamic responses of the vaulted upper portion of the cathedral.
The moldings, which are parts of structural components in medieval construction, are simplified to avoid numerical errors resulting
from poor spatial discretization. Fig. 2a and b depicts the original
and simplified cross sections of ribs. This simplification introduces
only a 2% error in the maximum displacement predictions of the
linearly elastic FE model, which can be justified with the reduced
numerical uncertainty and reduced computational time. Fig. 2 also
indicates the element type selection for each structural component, which is further discussed as part of the code verification
in Section 6.1.
To simplify the FE model, components not in immediate contact
with the vaults, such as nave piers and flying buttresses, are replaced with fictitious linear springs (see Fig. 3). The spring constraints for all four quadrants are assumed to be identical. As a
priori knowledge of the spring constants is highly uncertain, these
constants are likely candidates for calibration.
The stress–strain law of masonry is non-linear and inelastic due
to cracking in tension and softening in compression. With mortar
joints, masonry assembly becomes anisotropic and inhomogeneous. However, it is difficult to represent the real, non-linear
and inelastic behavior of masonry due to a large number of unknown constitutive parameters. Boothby et al. [24] has shown that
an analysis based on linearly elastic, isotropic constitutive behavior
with a limited number of constitutive parameters can still yield
valuable information about the behavior of a masonry assembly.
Moreover, a linearly elastic model can be considered as the necessary first step before proceeding with non-linear and inelastic FE
models of masonry structures. Therefore, one objective of the present study is to assess the extent to which this simplified approach
is acceptable.
Table 1 lists the expected ranges for material properties. The
upper and lower limits for limestone are tabulated according to
laboratory tests by Erdogmus [6]. The expected range for Young’s
modulus of the limestone and mortar assembly is rather large,
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Fig. 1. The main nave of the National Cathedral, Washington, DC (National Cathedral archives, with permission) (Left: Cross-section through the main nave. Right: Interior
view of the nave.).

Fig. 2. Property-preserving geometric simplification: (a) Highly ornate rib geometry. (b) Simplified rib geometry. (c) Full bay model indicating element and material types.

due not only to variability of the properties of stone units and mortar joints but also to variability of the joint thickness. The upper
and lower limits for the material properties of concrete are estimated based on a concrete compressive strength of 3000–
4000 psi. The upper and lower limits for material properties of
brick are obtained from the National Research Council report
[25]. Poisson’s ratio is known to have a minimal effect on the dynamic response of these structures [26], and thus a constant value
of 0.2 is assigned. As seen, in the absence of material coupon tests,
a priori knowledge of material property values is highly uncertain,
therefore, these parameters are likely candidates for calibration.

6. Verification activities
Verification deals with numerical uncertainties; code verification quantifies uncertainties due to a potentially deficient implementation of mathematical models in the computer code, and
solution verification quantifies the uncertainties due to insufficient
discretization of the mathematical models on a computational
mesh. Verification is application-specific, and thus, must be

applied to the aspects of the model influential on the accuracy of
a particular simulation output. Verification activities should demonstrate that the overall numerical uncertainties are low relative
to both experimental variability and the fidelity of the model output to experiments.

6.1. Code verification
Herein, we are interested in code verification of thin shell elements, specifically SHELL93 elements in ANSYS used in this study
to represent the vault webbing. Generally speaking, code verification involves comparing approximate calculations of the numerical
model with the closed-form solutions, which are of course only
available for very simple structures. Approximate, but still highly
accurate closed-form solutions for the natural frequencies of flexural modes are available for circular arches [27], an appropriate
substitute to represent the curved geometry of the vaults. A case
study arch with a 6-m radius, 1-m depth and 0.1-m thickness is
adapted. The relative prediction errors for the first four natural frequencies are approximately 4%, which is less than the discrepancies
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Fig. 3. Full bay model indicating boundary conditions.
Table 1
Prior knowledge of material properties of limestone and concrete.
Component

Walls, columns, vault ribs & webbing
Fill
Walls
a

Material type

Indiana limestone and Type O Mortar
Concrete
Brick

Modulus of elasticity, E (GPa)

Density, d (kg/m3)

Low

Nominal

High
a

8.0
21.5
7.5

a

21.0
24.8
11.0

2100.0
2100.0
2100.0

These values neglect the presence of voids and cracks. Therefore, lower values may be observed in existing structures.

between test and analysis, as it will be discussed in Section 8.
Though the results are not reported here in the interest of conciseness, the implementation of other element types is similarly investigated [28].

size finer than Dx 6 30 cm therefore yields a sufficiently refined
mesh, while saving significant computational time.

6.2. Solution verification

The experimental data for the model calibration is obtained in
the form of acceleration response of the vaults due to impact hammer excitation. Model 393A03, uniaxial seismic accelerometers
manufactured by PCB Piezotronics, Inc., with a frequency range
of 0.5–2000 Hz and a sensitivity of 1 V/g are used. The vaults are
excited above the ambient vibration level with the impact hammer, and a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. A
5.5 kg PCB model 086D20 instrumented sledgehammer capable
of applying a peak force of 22 kN is used (Fig. 4a). During the vibration tests, typical excitation amplitudes applied to the National
Cathedral choir vaults were about 2.5 kN. The accelerometer layout
on the choir vault is shown in Fig. 4b. Points 1 (crown), point 3
(longitudinal rib), point 8 (diagonal rib) and point 12 (transverse
rib) are selected as excitation locations. Signals are processed and
recorded with a Dactron data acquisition system manufactured
by LDS Test and Measurement, Ltd. The recording length and sampling frequency are adjusted to 1024 points and 187.5 Hz so the response of the vaults attenuates within the time frame of 5.4 s.
Typical time-domain measurements of impulse excitation and
vibration response are illustrated in Fig. 5. Through 32 replicate
experiments, test-to-test variability, an important consideration
for parameter calibration, is estimated at approximately 3.5% of
the mean value. Although not mentioned herein, reciprocity and
linearity of the response are verified [28], demonstrating the
appropriateness of the linear FE model and the selected

The theory of FE modeling states that when the mesh size Dx is
reduced, approximate solutions should asymptotically converge to
the exact solution. Reducing mesh size is however restricted by the
availability of computational resources. Solution verification quantifies the difference between the discrete solution obtained with
mesh size Dx and asymptotically converged solutions [18].
Focusing on the arch, previously described in Section 6.1, a total
of four mesh refinements are completed (Table 2). The refinement
ratio is kept constant at two; that is, the mesh size is halved at each
step. The resonant frequencies of modes 1 to 3 for each of the four
meshes are analyzed. The rate-of-convergence is estimated to be,
2nd-order convergence as Dx ? 0, which matches the formal order
of accuracy of quadratic, SHELL93 elements. The reference solution
to which discrete solutions converge as Dx ? 0, is estimated by
using extrapolation as yReference = 0.09317 Hz for the first resonant
frequency.
Table 2 suggests that, should the coarsest mesh size be used to
run the calculation, a 0.12% over-estimation of the first natural frequency is expected. Likewise, running the calculation at the coarsest mesh size over-estimates the second natural frequency by 0.5%.
The numerical uncertainty caused by mesh discretization is significantly less than the variability in in situ vibration measurements
(see Section 7) and test-analysis agreement (see Section 8). A mesh

7. Vibration experiments
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Table 2
Results of the mesh refinement of an arch discretized with SHELL93 elements.
Coarse mesh (16 elements)

Mode-1 frequency
Mode-2 frequency
Mode-3 frequency

Medium mesh (64 elements)

0.09328 Hz
0.28596 Hz
0.58312 Hz

Fine mesh (256 elements)

Mode-1 frequency
Mode-2 frequency
Mode-3 frequency

Mode-1 frequency
Mode-2 frequency
Mode-3 frequency

0.09317 Hz
0.28458 Hz
0.57486 Hz

Extra-fine mesh (1024 elements)

0.09317 Hz
0.28449 Hz
0.57429 Hz

experimental datasets (modal parameters, natural frequencies and
mode shapes) to represent the structural response of interest.
8. Model calibration and validation
This section overviews a calibration and validation campaign
with an expected adequacy of test-analysis correlation, which is
limited by measurement uncertainty.
8.1. Definition of the domain of validation
FE models of masonry construction are typically built to predict
the maximum displacement and stress response due to static, quasi-static, and dynamic loading. Therefore, the FE model developed
herein must be appropriate over the range of possible loading
amplitudes that represent such loading conditions. In this study,
this range, which defines the domain of validation, is limited to
concentrated force amplitudes between 500 and 700 lb. Of course,
for another application, the domain of validation may be defined
differently to encompass the specific excitation sources and levels
of interest.
8.2. Selection of comparative features
Modal parameters, i.e. natural frequencies and mode shapes, offer the advantage of reducing raw time-history measurements into
lower dimensional quantities with an unambiguous physical
meaning. We extract ten modes from signals collected on the choir
vaults. Modal parameters are identified using the Eigen-value Realization Algorithm (ERA), a system identification method that operates in the time domain [29]. The structural response exhibits wellseparated modes, with frequency variability of the first ten modes
ranging from approximately 1% to 8%, for 32 repeated measurements (Table 3). Note that natural frequencies are less sensitive
to test-to-test variability compared to other high dimensional features such as mode shapes. Therefore, the mode shape vectors also
obtained experimentally are not used for model calibration, but
instead reserved to pair the experimental and numerical modes.

Mode-1 frequency
Mode-2 frequency
Mode-3 frequency

0.09317 Hz
0.28448 Hz
0.57426 Hz

Spatial incompleteness of the mode shapes may result in aliasing
where higher-order mode shapes appear as lower-order modes.
In our study, this aliasing manifests itself after the fifth mode.
Therefore, to reach credible mode pairing, the maximum number
of paired modes is limited to five.
8.3. Selection of calibration parameters
Calibration parameters must be selected based upon both their
uncertainty and sensitivity. Attempting to calibrate a well-known
(low uncertainty) parameter is a waste of resources.2 Likewise, attempts to calibrate a parameter that exhibits little influence on the
response (low sensitivity) may lead to numerical ill-conditioning.
The Parameter Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) is a systematic tool used to rank modeling assumptions and parameters based
on their overall effect on safety criteria in nuclear engineering
[30]. Inspired by the PIRT, the list of parameters that are believed
to influence the FE model prediction of natural frequencies is given
in Tables 4 and 5 for the present study. The parameters are primarily
composed of (a) material properties; (b) inter-element connectivity
between the components; and (c) geometric properties of the vault.
For the PIRT table, the uncertainties of the parameters are defined by expert judgment while the sensitivity of each parameter
is identified through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) completed with
a 2-level full factorial design of experiments. ANOVA assesses the
global influence of perturbing parameters on FE model predictions
[31]. After populating the Uncertainty and Sensitivity columns in
Table 4 using low, medium, or high attributes, the product of sensitivity and uncertainty is calculated using the combination rule,
defined as follows: the combined effect is high when either sensitivity is high and the uncertainty is medium/high or when sensitivity is medium and uncertainty is high; low sensitivity and
uncertainty result in a low combined effect; the remaining combinations produce a medium effect. Thus, PIRT analysis gives more
2
Treating a known parameter as a calibration parameter by allowing its value to
vary may result in a more flexible functional form which can better fit the
experimental data, however with little physical meaning.
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Fig. 5. Typical time history measurements collected during vibration testing. (a)
Hammer impulse. (b) Acceleration response.

parameters are kept constant at their nominal values and are
eliminated from further investigation. Eliminating these parameters reduces the computational cost and helps avoid ill-conditioning and non-uniqueness problems during calibration.
8.4. Determining the ranges of calibration parameters
Fig. 4. The hammer operator excites four points on the vault: point 1, 3, 8, and 12.
(a) The hammer operator in action. (b) The measurement grid ([42], with
permission).

The next step is to determine plausible ranges that bound the
five selected calibration parameters. These ranges establish the domain, within which the updated parameter values will be sought in
Section 8.6. The springs representing the boundary conditions are
fictitious, and thus their constants can have virtually any value
varying from free to fixed support. Therefore, the upper and lower
bounds of spring constants can be determined by monitoring the
asymptotic behavior of predicted frequencies at low (‘‘k ? 0’’)
and high (‘‘k ? +1’’) stiffness values. For instance, Fig. 7 represents
the first natural frequency of the vaults when the spring constant
at the buttress level (h5) is varied between the free boundary condition (k = 0 N/m) to the almost fully rigid boundary condition
(k = 1010 N/m), while other parameters are kept constant at their
nominal values. In Fig. 7, the first natural frequency varies between
3.85 Hz and 4.85 Hz and it is only when the spring constant at the
buttress level is kept within 106 N/m 6 h5 6 108 N/m the desired
semi-flexible restraint is provided.
Moreover, the correct ranges for spring constant values should
yield a model that predicts the modes in the same sequence as

weight to sensitivity than uncertainty. The decision is to proceed
with the calibration of model parameters that lead to a high product value ‘‘Sensitivity x Uncertainty.’’ This rationale leads to the
investigation of seven parameters out of the fourteen considered
initially.
After down-selecting to seven parameters, ANOVA is performed
a second time to further investigate the parameter sensitivities.
Fig. 6 shows the influence of these seven parameters on natural
frequencies, quantified in terms of a coefficient of correlation R2.
As seen in Fig. 6, the concrete fill and brick walls exhibit low sensitivity on natural frequencies and thus, may not be efficiently calibrated. Therefore, these two parameters are removed from the
calibration parameter list. This results in the combination of PIRT
and statistical screening analysis establishing only five of the fourteen initial candidates as calibration parameters. The other nine

Table 3
Statistics of natural frequencies identified from measured signals.
Statistics

Mean, l (Hz)
Std. dev., r (Hz)
Ratio r/l (%)
a
b

Identified resonant modea
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4.9b
0.4
8.2%

9.4
0.3
3.2%

12.1
0.25
2.0%

14.3
0.6
4.2%

16.9
0.7
4.2%

19.5
0.7
3.6%

21.4
0.5
2.3%

23.6
0.9
3.6%

26.2
0.6
2.4%

28.0
0.3
1.1%

Identification performed with Eigenvalue Realization Algorithm; excitation at the crown and response at Point 4.
The identification of this first mode is performed with the ME’Scope software.
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Table 4
PIRT developed for the FE model of the vaults.

Table 5
Summary of main effect screening applied to seven parameters of the FE model.

the experiments. Fig. 8 illustrates fourth and fifth modes swapping
order as the spring constant at buttress level is varied between free
and fixed conditions. The correct mode sequence is obtained for instance, only when h5 is higher than 5 ! 107 N/m. Similar observations are made for all calibration parameters to further constrain
the plausible ranges used to define their prior distributions in Section 8.6. The ranges of calibration parameters are: 2–8 GPa for
Young’s modulus of ribs (h1); 6–14 GPa for Young’s modulus of
piers (h2); 1–5 GPa for Young’s modulus of webbing (h3); 20–
80 MN/m for stiffness constants, springing level (h4); and 50–
150 MN/m for stiffness constants, buttress level (h5). If the value
of a calibration parameter exits the range defined by the lower
and upper bounds, the FE model solutions either miss one of the
first five modes or estimate them out of sequence.

8.5. Test Analysis Correlation (TAC)
To correlate the measured and calculated mode shapes, the predicted mode shape vectors initially counting over 200,000 DOF in
three coordinate directions are truncated down to the sub-space
of 27 accelerometer locations in one coordinate direction. This
truncation is achieved by capturing the relative deformation of
FE nodes located nearest to the coordinates of measurement
points. Note that as it is practically impossible to perfectly line
up these coordinates, this operation partially degrades the TAC.
Fig. 9 illustrates the measured and simulated mode shape vectors as a function of 27 nodal locations of Fig. 4b. The star symbols
denote DOF values of the 128 FE models analyzed by varying the
five parameters with a full-factorial design. The spread of stars
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis applied to the seven parameters of the FE model.

indicates the variability of FE solutions. The mean values of
128 runs are indicated by dotted lines and the measured values
are indicated by solid lines. Though Fig. 9 shows the TAC to be
far from perfect, the FE predictions follow the overall trends of
measured mode shape vectors. Observed deviations can be partially attributed to the practical difficulties of vertical alignment
of accelerometer mounting on curved surfaces and to the mismatch between accelerometer placement and DOF locations of
the FE model. Other issues partially responsible for deteriorating
the agreement between measured and calculated mode shapes
are including but not limited to the transverse sensitivity of accelerometers and the idealized, symmetric geometry of the FE model
that neglects the geometric deviations due to the construction
imperfections, crack formations and accumulated support settlements. TAC for the first five natural frequencies is summarized in
Table 6 along with the corresponding effective modal mass of each
mode. Here, with the exception of the second measured natural
frequency, the ranges of frequencies obtained by the predefined
ranges for the calibration parameters (recall Section 8.4) bracket
the mean of the measured frequencies (see Fig. 10).
8.6. Quantification of inference uncertainty
The goal of statistical inference is to describe probabilistically, a
population of FE models with predictions that statistically correlate with the population of measurements. Herein, the inference
problem is formulated within the context of Bayesian statistics
with an approach proposed in the landmark study of Kennedy
and O’Hagan [14] where the parameter uncertainty and bias errors
are treated simultaneously.3 We adopt a later, multivariate implementation of this method by Higdon et al. [32], which is briefly overviewed in the following paragraphs.
Higdon et al.’s implementation of inference uncertainty is
rooted in the following relation:

yðxÞ ¼ gðx; hÞ þ dðxÞ þ eðxÞ

Fig. 7. The first natural frequency vs. spring constant h5.

model is known to be exact, d(x) = 0, the posteriors for calibration
parameters h, in spite of some computational challenges, can be explored via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [34,35]. However,
most applied numerical models are inexact, thus demanding the
development of a dedicated emulator (also known as error model)
to predict the model incompleteness and inexactness within the
domain x at settings where experiments are not available. Following Kimeldorf and Wahba [36], infinitely differentiable, smooth
varying emulators can be developed by the Gaussian Process Model (GPM). The GPM can be fully described by its constant mean,
l(x), and a covariance structure:

Covðx; x0 Þ ¼

p
1 Y 4ðxk &x0k Þ2
q
kd k¼1 dk

ð2Þ

kd and qd are called hyper-parameters for the GPM, which control
the marginal precision and the dependence strength of the GPM.
These values are dependent upon the incompleteness and inexactness of the numerical model, i.e. the fundamental ability of the
model to predict reality. In Eq. (2), p represents the total number
of control variables (i.e., the dimensionality of the domain of applicability) that are evaluated, and k represents the kth dimension of
the domain. Note that for multivariate analysis, where there are
multiple numerical outputs, a separate, univariate GPM would be
trained for each output. However, in multivariate applications,
reducing the dimensionality through basis representations, such
as using singular value decomposition, is more common [32].
Therefore, the objective becomes exploring the calibration
parameters t for the numerical model and the hyper-parameters
kd and qd for the GPM that emulates the systematic bias of the model through MCMC, which has difficulties in its own right. Such

ð1Þ

Here, the symbol x represents controlled variables, those that can be
controlled during an experiment, while h denotes the best-possible
(though unknown) values of selected calibration parameters, t. In
Eq. (1), y(x) and g(x, h) are the measurements and predictions;
d(x) represents the systematic bias of the model that stems from
the inevitable incompleteness and inexactness of the model. Note
the difference in the separate evaluation of both systematic bias
and experimental uncertainty compared to some earlier treatments
such as [33]. In Eq. (1), e(x) represents the random experimental error defined as a zero mean, Gaussian random variable.
Here, our goal is to use y(x) to infer parameters h and systematic
bias d(x) and characterize the uncertainty in this inference. If the

Fig. 8. The occurrence of mode swapping as the spring constant h5 is varied.
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Fig. 9. Initial mode-shape pairing of resonant modes.
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Table 6
The experimental modes matched with the initial FE modes.
Physical experiment

Finite element analysis

Mode

Frequency
(mean ± 1 std.
dev.) (Hz)

Min.
frequencies
(Hz)

Max.
frequencies
(Hz)

Effective modal
mass (mean) (kg)

1
2
3
4
5

4.94 ± 0.40
9.61 ± 0.30
12.3 ± 0.25
13.9 ± 0.60
14.5 ± 0.70

3.7
6.3
9.7
10.1
10.3

5.2
8.9
13.8
14.3
14.5

9.40E+06
4.34E+04
1.28E+04
8.91E+05
7.45E+05

exploration through MCMC becomes prohibitively demanding for
cases where both the number of calibration parameters is very high
and the numerical model is slow-running (in the order of minutes),
due to the need to obtain thousands of iterations to properly define
the posteriors [37,38]. To mitigate the computational demands, a
fast-running emulator, for instance a GPM, can be trained to yield
outputs at settings where the numerical model is not executed
(see Higdon et al. [32] for more details). Therefore, the posterior distributions that are sought can be expressed as follows:

pðh; gðx; hÞ; dðxÞjyðxÞÞ / LðyðxÞjgðx; hÞ; dðxÞ; eðxÞÞ ! pðhÞ
! pðgð'; 'ÞÞ ! pðdð'ÞÞ

ð3Þ

where g(', ') and dð'Þ are the unknown hyper-parameters for the
GPM for the numerical model prediction and the systematic bias,
respectively. For the training of the GPM for numerical model prediction of WNC, within the five-dimensional domain defined by
the uncorrelated, uniformly distributed calibration parameters (recall Section 8.3), a total of 100 samples are generated with a Latin
Hypercube max–min design. The space-filling nature of Latin
Hypercube design is especially suitable for the analysis of models
with systematic bias [13].
Herein, the posterior distributions are sought for (i) material
properties (h1, h2, h3) and spring constants (h4, h5) which are initially
defined with uniform prior distributions according to the ranges

defined in Section 8.3; (ii) GPM emulator for the model predictions
and (iii) GPM emulator for the model systematic bias of the linearly
elastic FE model of the National Cathedral choir vaults. The experimental observations y(x) used to condition the posteriors are defined using the mean statistics, and experimental uncertainty e(x)
is defined as the variance of measurements from Table 6.
The posteriors are inferred by 500,000 MCMC accepted random
walks using Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [39]. Fig. 11 depicts
the posterior distribution function of calibration parameters
h1-h5. The marginal probability of each parameter is shown on
the main diagonal, in the form of a histogram; off-diagonal contour
plots represent the bivariate distributions of pairs (hp, hq) for p – q.
From the marginal histograms of Fig. 11, it is clear the higher
values of Young’s modulus parameters (h1, h2, h3) appear more
appropriate for predicting resonant frequencies that match the
measurements. For the two spring constants (h4, h5), results are
more nebulous. High values seem more likely for h4 while parameter h5 seems attracted by mid-range values. As suggested by
Wilson and Boyack [30] and reiterated by Trucano et al. [40], a
proper means of representing the calibrated model should take
the form of a best estimate with uncertainty. Accordingly, Table 7
lists the mean and standard deviation values inferred from the
posterior distribution of Fig. 11.
8.7. Discussion of results
The posterior distribution obtained through inference uncertainty quantification indicates material properties for limestone
are indeed different for piers, ribs, and webbing. Due to larger masonry units in piers, mortar joints are less frequent, and thus, due
to the lower percentage of mortar, the piers are considerably stiffer
than the vault ribs and webs. Piers, being primarily under compression, are also expected to have minimal cracks compared to ribs
and webbing. It is quite plausible that webbing has the lowest
Young’s modulus among these three components built from limestone. Because of its double curvature and difficulty of construction, webbing has the greatest proportion of mortar and the
greatest propensity for cracking.

Fig. 10. Combining Markov chain Monte Carlo with Bayesian inference.
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Fig. 11. The bivariate joint distribution of the five calibration parameters.

Table 7
Statistics of model parameters extracted from the posterior distribution.
FE model parameter

Mean, l

Standard deviation, r

Coefficient of variation (r/l)

(h1)
(h2)
(h3)
(h4)
(h5)

4.9 GPa
11.4 GPa
2.8 GPa
5.4 ! 107 N/m
11.8 ! 107 N/m

0.4 GPa
1.4 GPa
0.4 GPa
0.9 ! 107 N/m
1.2 ! 107 N/m

8%
12%
13%
16%
10%

Young’s modulus of ribs
Young’s modulus of piers
Young’s modulus of webbing
Stiffness constants, springing level
Stiffness constants, buttress level

Table 8
Correlation between measurements and predictions of the calibrated FE model.
Experiment

Finite element

Mode

Frequency (mean ± 1 std.
dev.) (Hz)

Mode

Mean frequency
(Hz)

Within

1
2
3
4
5

4.94 ± 0.40
9.61 ± 0.30
12.3 ± 0.25
13.9 ± 0.60
14.5 ± 0.70

1
2
3
4
5

5.1
8.8
13.5
14.0
14.3

1-r
3-r
3-r
1-r
1-r

Table 9
Quantification of prediction uncertainty before and after model calibration.
Mode

±3-Sigma range
of
measurements
(Hz)

Range of predictions
with the initial FE
model (Hz)

±3-Sigma range of
predictions with the
calibrated FE model
(Hz)

1
2
3
4
5

2.40
1.80
1.50
3.60
4.20

1.50
2.60
4.10
4.20
4.20

0.6
0.96
1.31
1.46
1.51

Furthermore, the posterior probability distribution of fictitious
spring constants can be used to investigate the load paths within
the vault system to obtain an improved understanding of the

purpose of each structural component. For instance, the mean values of spring constants at the buttress level are useful to calculate
the horizontal restraining forces exerted by the buttresses.
One way of determining the value of V&V involves assessing the
extent to which the calibrated FE model predicts the vibration response. Table 8 shows an overall level of fidelity-to-data improvement when a simulation is analyzed using the mean values of
calibrated parameters. Three of the five resonant frequencies
predicted by the linearly elastic FE model are within ±1 standard
deviation from the mean values of measurements. The remaining
‘‘bias’’ between measurements and predictions can be attributed
to other error sources–those that cannot be corrected solely by
calibrating the five parameters (h1-h5). Take for example, the symmetric geometry assumption established during the model development, which allowed the use of identical spring constant for
four quadrants. Relaxing the symmetry assumption would reduce
the model inexactness and yield improved agreement between
measurements and simulations.
Another way of determining the value of V&V involves assessing the reduction in prediction uncertainty. Table 9 compares the
measured frequencies to the predictions of both the initial and calibrated models. The range for model predictions are estimated: (i)
for the initial model from the minimum and maximum frequencies
of Table 6 and (ii) for the calibrated model, from the ±3 standard
deviation values of frequencies predicted by sampling the posterior
probability distribution of Fig. 13 with a new set of a 50 FE runs.
Table 9 demonstrates the V&V study showing an average reduction
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Fig. 12. The two base FE models: (a) With pinned boundary condition. (b) With sliding boundary condition.

by a factor of three in the ranges of predictions with the calibrated
FE model (with ±3 sigma range in input parameter) as compared to
the initial model. This reduction depends of course, on the prior
distributions of the calibration parameters, which in this study,
were defined through a systematic, rigorous process, exploiting
test-analysis correlation as explained in Section 8.3. Therefore,
the combination of PIRT-based inventory, effect screening, and
quantification of inference uncertainty successfully captures the
distribution of model parameter values consistent with measurement variability.
Finally and most importantly, the V&V study adds value by rigorously assessing the sources of modeling uncertainty and quantifying their effect on predictions. Table 10 summarizes this
assessment by listing averaged percentages of uncertainty due to
(i) implementation of elements and algorithms in the FE code,
(ii) mesh discretization and numerical uncertainty from this implementation, (iii) variability of material properties, and (iv) modeling
of boundary conditions. While these categories may need further
refinement, this coarse resolution suffices to identify significant
trends, as discussed below.
For the first categories, two results obtained through verification studies are implemented. For the last two categories, an averaged percentage of prediction uncertainty Dl is estimated as
follows.

1 X
Dl ¼
Dk ;
5 k¼1...5

ð4Þ

where the relative change Dk of the kth frequency xk is estimated
by performing two FE runs where model parameters are set to
the ±2 standard deviation values away from the mean:

Table 10
The averaged prediction uncertainty for the first five natural frequencies.
Source of modeling uncertainty

Percentage of prediction uncertainty

Implementation of algorithms
Mesh discretization
Material property variability
Boundary condition modeling

4.0%
0.5%
12.0%
9.0%

Dk ¼

jxk ðhl þ 2hr Þ & xk ðhl & 2hr Þj
:
xk ðhl Þ

ð5Þ

Using Dj given in Eq. (5), the percentage prediction uncertainty can
be determined. Though statistics Dj are approximate, they have the
advantage of simplicity. They are also easy to estimate with a minimum number of additional FE runs. This method is similar to suggestions by Campolongo et al. [41] for main effect screening.
In summary, this study determined the overall level of numerical uncertainty to be small relative to other sources of uncertainty.
As such, Table 10 indicates that allocating computing resources to
run the FE calculation with increased mesh resolution would be a
poor investment. A better alternative would be to quantify the
material properties through small-scale, coupon testing or to
determine the stiffness of piers and buttresses through in situ static
or quasi-static measurements. This case study illustrates how to
execute a rigorous V&V study to guide future validation activities
with the most impact to improving accuracy, understanding the
validity of modeling assumptions, and reducing prediction
uncertainty.
9. Validation of the calibrated FE model
Validation invariably requires an independent set of experimental evidence since the calibrated model, described in Section 8.6, is conditioned on experimental evidence obtained
through vibration measurements. All too often, experimental measurements are scarce and validation becomes an unattainable task.
Herein, for validation purposes, we choose to exploit the availability of an independent FE model that can supply ranges for the fictitious spring constants that are inferred in Section 8.6.
Two FE models representing the lower portion of the Cathedral
(Fig. 12), referred to as base models, are developed with uniform
material property values consistent with those defined in Table 7,
and element types and meshing consistent with those defined in
Fig. 2. Clearly, assuming a uniform material distribution is a crude
assumption since a typical masonry wall, pier, and buttress construction comes with interior volumes of lower strength masonry
in between the higher-strength exterior wythes. This lack of knowledge is accounted for by sampling the Young’s modulus of stone.
The parameter h2 is sampled between a minimum of 10.0 GPa and
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Fig. 13. The comparison of probability distributions of spring constants.

maximum of 12.8 GPa, which correspond to ±1 standard deviation
away from the mean in Table 7.
In Fig. 12a and b, two base models are compared, each with a
boundary condition that brackets physically plausible foundational
supports. Here, both models assume fully restrained pier bases in
the vertical direction. In the horizontal direction, one extreme case
restrains the pier bases in all directions, while the other extreme
case allows translation of the pier bases in the horizontal direction.
The first is expected to overestimate the stiffness of the lower portion of the Cathedral, while the second is expected to underestimate it.
A unit horizontal force is applied, where fictitious springs are located, corresponding deformations are calculated, and an equivalent spring constant is estimated. This estimate can be compared
to the posterior for spring constants h4 in Table 7 as the springs
of the FE model, effectively ‘‘replacing’’ the lower structural components modeled in the base FE model. Assuming the loads are
shared equally between the two springs at each pier, the upper
limit boundary condition yields 1.3 ! 107 N/m 6 k 6 8.1 ! 107 N/
m; while the lower limit boundary condition yields 1.85 ! 107 N/
m 6 k 6 2.9 ! 107 N/m. Fig. 13 graphically compares the probability distribution of calibrated spring parameter h4 to those of stiffness constant k derived through the base FE model. The
calibrated h4 is bounded by the stiffness of the base FE model.
Therefore, we have increased confidence that the calibrated stiffness constant correctly captures the overall stiffness of the unmodeled structural components. As a result of the validation exercise, we can conclude that the linearly elastic model developed is a
sufficiently close representation of the actual behavior of the
cathedral vaults in the linear range.
The validation of a calibrated model is a systematic process of
evidence accumulation. We have demonstrated that V&V activities
cause an overall reduction of prediction uncertainty, despite the
significant lack-of-knowledge on the interior composition of piers
and buttresses, the difficulty of representing the soil-structure
interaction, and limited documentation on the physical geometries
of buttresses and aisle vaults. Given the complexity of the structure
studied, we conclude this effort represents a notable achievement
in the reduction of uncertainty in model predictions.
10. Conclusion
This work illustrates the development of an experimentally informed FE model for the analysis of historic masonry monuments
in the linear range. The emphasis herein is on (i) assessing the
sources of modeling error and quantifying their contribution to

the overall prediction uncertainty using a combination of code
and solution verification, statistical effect screening, test-analysis
correlation and (ii) reducing such uncertainty and improving model accuracy through inference uncertainty quantification. The
application of these tasks is illustrated on the choir vaults of the
Washington National Cathedral. Non-influential model parameters
are eliminated through phenomenon identification and ranking
(PIRT) inventory developed via using statistical effect screening
to determine parameter sensitivity and exploiting reported literature to determine parameter uncertainty. Inference is conducted
to characterize the uncertainty of model parameters to produce a
population of FE models with predictions statistically consistent
with measurements. The overall prediction uncertainty is quantified for the natural frequencies of the structure, and is observed
to be reduced by a factor of three.
These V&V activities encompass three significant research findings of real value. First, fidelity-to-data is improved by calibrating a
few select parameters of the finite element model such that predictions more closely match actual measurements. Physically meaningful calibration requires the careful selection of those
parameters that are both imprecisely known and influential on
the prediction, which can be identified through statistical effect
screening. Improving fidelity-to-data leads to increased confidence
in the prediction accuracy of the model. Second, the overall prediction uncertainty is reduced, which leads to increased robustness of
model predictions. Thirdly, we demonstrate the usefulness of components of V&V in quantifying the effects of various modeling
uncertainty sources. ‘‘Breaking down’’ the overall prediction uncertainty allows clearly defining future validation activities to improve accuracy and/or reduce uncertainty.
Although the benefits of uncertainty quantification and calibration may not be as obvious in civil engineering as in other disciplines, where standardization, prototyping and assembly-line
production are widespread, better techniques to assess FE modeling
strategies can ultimately serve the civil engineering community by
promoting an improved understanding of computer modeling. This
is especially true for applications used in the monitoring of historic
monuments that, because of their nature, cannot be subjected to
full-scale inspection or experimental testing [43]. Successful repair
and retrofit schemes ultimately depend on the development of a
verified and validated simulation capability that can be used to better understand the behavior of historic monuments.
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